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Friday, September 19 of 2014

MONTHLY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA,
TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Dear companions of My Chaste Heart,

Today I come in the Presence of the Most Holy Mary and Her Son, Our Lord, Jesus Christ, to share
about the opening of this new cycle, not only for you but for all humanity, that crosses the threshold
of the old human to definitely tread the path of Christ.

Everyone rejoice! And glorify the Creator, because through pioneer souls, His Plans are being
accomplished, and His miracle of transformation is becoming a reality for all the consciousnesses
that dare to say "yes".

My beloveds, Our Presence comes to tell you that one day, in the Celestial Universe, you will
comprehend the Graces you received today.

Know that from those who are given much, all will be asked. Today we offer you the Grace of
union with Christ, which the consciousness of the Order is carrying out. But in the near future, you
will understand that this Grace came to strengthen you and so that you do not desist from the path
when facing the great tests of humanity.

The consciousness of humanity, through its representatives, will finally yield at the feet of the
Redeemer, so that in this cycle and for all eternity, you live the union with Christ, so awaited by all
the Celestial Kingdom.

To human eyes, it will seem a simple action, but in the eyes of God, it is the first definitive step in
the fulfilling of His Plans.

As the Most Sacred Hearts that guide humanity, we invite you all to feel yourselves part of this
great step, to commune of the Celestial Joy and, as humanity, allow to be born in your hearts the
hope that what is perfect and descended from the Heart of God will finally have space to take shape
in humanity.

We know that you will not understand the greatness of this moment, and may this ignorance at least
preserve your humility. But each day, seek to go deeper into your heart so that you may correspond
to the offer that was made to you, and that your lives be sacred like The One that comes to them.

My beloveds, with Our Hearts in Our hands, we offer humanity the possibility of merging with each
of Them, and that the celestial attributes that are placed there may not be a reality only for the
Kingdom of God, but may this planet no longer be so distant from that Most Sacred Kingdom and
may it find the sacred and the Divine within itself.

I am deeply grateful for your acceptance to continue on this path, for taking in your hands the
alliance ring with Christ and, in the name of humanity, eternally merge with Him.
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In humility, the Most Sacred Hearts bless and thank the Grace Mercy Order and all this workgroup,
because, in spite of yourselves, you continue on this path and, even without understanding, you
respond to Our Call.

May Divine Grace be upon you and upon all of humanity.

Your beloved Father and faithful Instructor,

Saint Joseph, in the company of the Most Holy Mary and Christ Jesus


